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1. Theme – “Unity in Diversity”: Democratic values as the 

cement that unites and structures European cultural diversity”. 

A comprehensive and engaging cultural project that involves multiple 

European schools, a museum, the library and a theatre, fostering 

cross-cultural understanding and collaboration. 

Topics:  

 Historical heritage: material and imaterial 

 Human rights and democratic values as a cultural common basis for 

European  

2. Project Objectives:  

 Promoting cultural awareness; 
 Fostering collaboration; 
 Valuing diversity; 
 Enhancing creativity; 
 Promoting European common values (peace, democracy, solidarity…) 

3. Participating Schools: 

Morgado de Mateus; Camilo C. Branco; Diogo Cão; S. Pedro; Museu; 

Teatro; Escolas parceiras europeias) 

Portuguese schools will be responsible for the organization of the activities to 

be done in Portugal; and to organize the pupils’ Exchange in Vila Real. 

Partner schools will be responsible for the activities to be developed in their 

country and will organize the pupils’ Exchange in their place (finding hosting 

families). 
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Museums, library and theatre will be asked to get involved in some activities, 

according to the project request. 

4. Activities 

 Outdoor learning (lessons in different sites (museum, library…) 
  Visits to the Museum and historical sites;  

 Organizing cultural events at the Municipal Theatre;  
 Creating short plays related to the chosen cultural theme;  
 Role Play and historical interviews.  
 Telling and reading historical legends at the library;  
 Short-term exchanges; 
 Joint cultural events, as exhibition of students work na the same theme; 
 Reading session at the Municipal Library; 
 Students’ work exhibition at the museum; 
 Joint celebration at one of the participating schools. 
 Recreation of historical events by students from different schools. 

 

5. Develop educational materials that can be shared among participating 

schools: lesson plans (lesson at the museum; learning at the theatre…); digital 

tools: gamification; escape room… 

 

6. Set up a project on eTwinning platform for schools to share students’ work,  

ideas, and resources. Also and monitoring progress and to assess. 

 

7. Final products / Results  
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 Project website, social media group, and collaborative online platform 

(eTwinning). 
 Vídeo documentary;  
 Photo exhibition 
 Final show / collective show with music, drama, dance… 

 

8. Evaluation: 

        After the project concludes, we’ll gather feedback from participants (Google forms; 

interviews), in order to evaluate the success of the project and identify areas for 

improvement.  

      Swot analysis 

9.  Project Sustainability 

Suggestion to partner schools: Encourage ongoing connections between 

schools, the museum, the library and the theatre. This could involve continued 

collaboration on other projects or maintaining relationships for future cultural 

initiatives. 

Pessoa de contacto AE Morgado de Mateus: Luísa Costa 

 


